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1. Aim 
1.1. This guideline sets out guidance and detailed technical material as necessary to define the 

defence performance requirements and standards to be applied, in addition to the applicable 
statutory regulations and standards.  

2. Performance Objective 
2.1. The objective of this policy is to:  

a) facilitate high reliability electrical systems; 

b) facilitate compliance with the respective installation standards; 

c) facilitate the suitable performance of UPS installations; 

d) manage the impact of UPS installations to ensure no harmful effect or interaction with other 
installed equipment, or from other equipment to the UPS; 

e) provide suitable control and monitoring of UPS installations; 

f) provide suitable basis for assessing the viability of installing UPS, and 

g) ensure the economics of the design on a through life basis. 

3. Summary overview 
3.1. An Uninterruptible Power Supply (UPS) ensures uninterrupted power for critical loads catering 

for failure of the normal mains power supply. 

3.2. To maintain a continuous power supply to critical equipment, a UPS has an associated energy 
storage device (e.g. battery, flywheel); the capacity of which determines the maximum duration 
supply is maintained to the load whilst power is absent from the input side of the UPS. Normally, 
this capacity is sufficient to allow either 

3.2.1. a generator to start and come online  

3.2.2. to allow orderly shutdown of equipment, or 

3.2.3. to allow orderly transfer of operations to an alternate site. 

4. Uninterruptible Power Systems- UPS 
4.1. A UPS can provide continuous support where associated with a Local Emergency Generator 

(LEG) or Central Emergency Power Station (CEPS) or they can be provided alone to allow 
orderly shutdown. 

4.2. A secondary function of a UPS is protection for loads against line frequency variations, voltage 
excursions, and elimination of power line noise and voltage transients. However, the use of a 
UPS for this function needs to be treated carefully, as the UPS can go into bypass, removing 
this protection from the network. If it is identified that equipment requires this type of protection, 
separate additional protection may also be required. 

5. UPS Purpose  
5.1. The purpose of a UPS is to increase the mean time between failure (MTBF) of the power supply 

to the critical load. The UPS system achieves this by using stored energy to allow the power 
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supply output to “ride through” short interruptions to power on the input side of the UPS. The 
mains power supply in Australia can have very high “availability” especially in the central 
business districts of capital cities. Here, a UPS system won’t generally increase the “availability” 
of the power supply but will prevent disruption that would otherwise occur to the critical load 
caused by short interruptions to supply or voltage fluctuations. Many interruptions of several 
seconds duration do not have much effect on the availability of power supply averaged over 
the year but do have a major implication in terms of disruption and downtime caused to a critical 
load. 

5.2. As the above description implies, the definition of “availability” in reliability theory and practice 
is the ratio of “uptime” divided by the sum of “uptime plus downtime” and is usually taken over 
an interval of one year. 

5.3. It is important to realise that mean time between failure (MTBF) figures quoted by UPS 
suppliers are figures that may assume the synchronous bypass facility may operate to maintain 
supply during a UPS system malfunction and this is not counted as a system failure. Very high 
figures (typically 100,000 hours) are quoted as they assume high availability figures for main 
supply (typical 0.5 hours per annum unavailability). Typical MTBF figures for a UPS system 
excluding the effect of the bypass supply would be 20,000 hours or less. Thus it can be seen 
that the effect of the UPS system is unlikely to improve availability of supply and in fact, due to 
the high system series component count, tends to reduce the availability of supply. Care should 
therefore be taken not to compound the problem with complicated configuration of the power 
supply with many other series components and instead to perhaps consider a method to 
increase the overall availability of the power supply by having a simple bypass system around 
the UPS and other series components. 

5.4. The designer must specify appropriate availability requirements for the proposed UPS for the 
capability it is intended to support. 

6. Static UPS 
6.1. A static UPS is a solid-state system typically relying on battery power as an emergency source. 

A static UPS consists of a rectifier, inverter, an energy storage device (i.e. one or more 
batteries) and, normally, a static by-pass built into the unit; allowing for components of the UPS 
to be electrically isolated and maintained. Defence installations also require a separate 
maintenance by-pass to allow the whole UPS to be removed. The inverter in the static UPS 
also typically includes components for power conditioning. 

6.2. Maintenance bypass shall be interlocked and/or provided with a sync check function with the 
UPS output isolation device to prevent paralleling of unsynchronised supplies. Modern static 
UPS systems are constructed with ratings ranging from about 250 VA to over 1 MVA. Figure 1 
below shows a simple static UPS. 
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Figure 1: Simplified Static UPS, does not show the Maintenance Bypass 

 

7. Rotary UPS 
7.1. A rotary UPS is a system that uses a motor-generator (M-G) set in its design, coupled with a 

high mass flywheel, which is used for energy storage. Unlike static units, the basic parts may 
vary between manufacturers for rotary units and typically rotary units are mainly designed for 
large applications, 125 kVA or greater. Figure 2 below illustrates a simple rotary UPS.  

Figure 2: Simplified Rotary UPS, does not show the Maintenance Bypass or Optional Essential 
Supply 
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7.2. Due to the nature of the integrated arrangement of the generator, as well as the size and mass 
of the storage device, run times for rotary UPS units is usually rated within seconds; compared 
to static UPS units which can be rated up to hours. This lends the use of rotary UPS units more 
to high demand systems where the UPS is used to bridge supply between loss of mains and 
generator start; while static UPS units are typically more suited to operations where backup 
power to provide graceful shutdown of equipment is needed. 

8.  Power Distribution System Classification 
8.1. Defence power distribution systems are classified as follows: 
Table 1: Power Distribution Classification   

Power Distribution 
Classification 

Type of Support 

Critical UPS supported 

Essential LEG supported 

Normal or  
Non-Essential 

No UPS or LEG support  
Primary supply may be supported by CEPS (prioritised via the load shedding 
system) or back-up local supply by mobile generator via MGLB 

8.2. LEGs are used to support essential loads to prevent loss of key facilities during periods of 
failure of the normal supply. The LEG supplies the essential loads through the essential power 
distribution system, whilst the UPS supplies the critical loads through the critical power 
distribution system. The CEPS distribution system is through the normal high voltage 
reticulation and supports the normal, essential and critical power supply systems. The term 
'essential' or 'critical' is not to be taken to apply to facilities supported by CEPS or mobile 
generators alone. 

8.3. The selection of the appropriate level of power supply is discussed in more detail in Guideline 
805. 
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9. Defence UPS Configuration Philosophy 
9.1. Defence UPS systems shall generally be configured in one of three ways: 

a) Single non-redundant UPS. 

b) Parallel redundant UPS. 

c) Redundant independent A/B systems. 

9.2. It is important in determining the required UPS system, that there is consistency with the 
configuration of the other services. For this purpose, it is recommended to refer to the US ANSI 
Standard TIA-942 for guidance on consistent topologies required to achieve a desired overall 
system availability. 

Single Non-Redundant UPS 

9.3. A typical non-redundant UPS system configuration is shown on Figure 4. 

Figure 1: Single Non-Redundant UPS Configuration 

9.4. This configuration would satisfy the majority of applications that require UPS. Note that 
although there are several possible single points that could cause failure, the simplicity of the 
system provides a high degree of reliability in a cost effective manner. Other items to note with 
this configuration are as follows: 

9.5. Separate submains back to the main switchboard for UPS Input and UPS Bypass supplies has 
the advantage that the critical load can be supplied by the UPS bypass while the UPS rectifier 
and inverter are being tested and recommissioned after a problem. If both shared a common 
submain then possible overloading would occur and if the UPS Input caused a momentary 
overloading due to commissioning problems, the one and only submain circuit breaker could 
be tripped, thereby interrupting critical power. Although both input and bypass supplies could 
be connected to a common submains from one point in the power supply network, it is better 
from a reliability and maintainability aspect if separate submains are provided. 

9.6. Major maintenance on the UPS or replacement can be carried out with relative ease and only 
a short shut down due to UPS switchboard and manual maintenance bypass switch being 
completely independent of the UPS. 

9.7. The maintenance bypass manual supply transfer switch on the Critical DB’s improves the 
overall system power availability by providing a very simple and reliable path around the more 
complex series links. It should be noted that while the mains may not have a very good MTBF 
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(mean time between failure) it would generally have a high availability (percentage of uptime). 
The UPS while extending the power supply MTBF may cause a reduction in the theoretical 
power availability due to the addition of several components in series with the power supply. 

9.8. Note that the neutral conductor may not be required for the input supply to the 
transformer/rectifier section of the UPS. The neutral is reticulated with the bypass supply and 
is connected to the star point of the secondary of the output transformer. Note that there is no 
“MEN” point at the UPS. The “MEN” point remains at the main switchboard. Unlike the situation 
with standby generators, there is not the concern of the fault current having to return to the star 
point of the UPS transformer via the MEN in the main switchboard not reaching high enough 
values to trip the circuit protection due to the high impedance path. The reason for this is that 
most UPS systems are high impedance sources anyway which automatically current limit to 
protect themselves under overload conditions. Under fault conditions, the inverter output is 
current limited and the UPS output is typically transferred to the bypass supply which provides 
the low impedance fault path necessary to trip circuit protection and clear the fault. 

Parallel Redundant UPS 

9.9. Arrangements are possible with parallel redundant units including systems where each UPS 
has its own synchronous bypass facility so that there are two synchronous bypass facilities in 
parallel. If this option is adopted, care needs to be taken to ensure that the common static 
bypass is powered from a common source so that there is no possibility of paralleling supplies 
which may be out of synchronism or may otherwise not be permitted to be in parallel. Multiple 
synchronous bypass facilities require a master control facility or interlocking to ensure that all 
units operate and that all inverter outputs are isolated. 

9.10. Note also that the system becomes less reliable should the ratings of the individual UPS not 
exceed the rating of the load. It is preferred that the redundant A/B system or distributed static 
bypass be used with synchronous switches at each respective critical distribution board. 
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Figure 2: Parallel Redundant UPS Configuration 
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Figure 3: Parallel Redundant UPS Configuration with Distributed Static Bypass Switches 

9.11. The Parallel Redundant UPS Configuration with Distributed Static Bypass option requires the 
equipment load to tolerate switching outages typically of 10 milliseconds. 

Redundant Independent A/B Systems 

9.12. Figure 7 shows an example of an independent redundant A/B system. 

9.13. This system, while highly reliable with a long mean time between failure (MTBF), may not have 
a significantly higher availability than the previous examples. This option requires complete 
duplication of the distribution and equipment. Note that the provision of a maintenance bypass 
facility for this configuration is optional and is usually not justified given the redundancy already 
provides an alternate path. 
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Figure 4: Redundant Independent A/B System 
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10. Referenced Documents 

Standards/Codes  

7.1   All materials and workmanship shall be of the best standard and shall comply with the relevant 
legislation and Australian Standards, or if such do not exist, with the relevant IEC or International 
(ISO) Standards.  

7.2 Irrespective of any requirements shown in these documents the installation as a whole shall comply 
with the latest versions of the following standards and codes: 

Australian Standards 
AS 2676.2 Guide to the Installation, Maintenance, Testing and Replacement of Secondary 

Batteries in Buildings – Sealed Cells 

AS 3011.2 Electrical Installations – Secondary Batteries Installed in Buildings – Sealed 
Cells 

AS 60146.1.1 Semiconductor Converters – General Requirements and Line Commutated 
Converters – Specifications of Basic Requirements 

AS 60146.1.2 Semiconductor Converters – General Requirements and Line Commutated 
Converters – Application Guide 

AS 60146.1.3 Semiconductor Converters – General Requirements and Line Commutated 
Converters – Transformers and Reactors 

AS 60146.2:2001 Semiconductor Converters – Self Commutated Semiconductor Converters 
Including Direct D.C. Converters 

AS 60529 Degrees of Protection Provided by Enclosures for Electrical Equipment (IP 
Code) 

AS IEC 62040 Series Uninterruptible power systems.  

AS/NZS 3000  Electrical installations (known as the Australian/New Zealand Wiring Rules) 

AS/NZS 4029.Series Stationary Batteries – Lead Acid  

AS/NZS 60950.1 Information Technology Equipment – Safety – General Requirements 

AS 2676 (All parts) Guide to the installation, maintenance, testing and replacement of secondary 
batteries in buildings 

AS 3100 Approval and test specification - General requirements for electrical equipment 

AS 3111  Approval and test specification. Miniature over current circuit breakers 

AS 61439 (All parts) Low-voltage switchgear and control gear assemblies  

AS 4070 Recommended practices for protection of low voltage electrical installations 
and equipment in MEN systems from transient over voltages 
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AS/NZS 4029 (All parts) Stationary batteries - Lead-acid - Vented type 

AS 4044  Battery Chargers for stationary batteries 

AS 61000 (All parts) Electromagnetic compatibility limits 

AS/NZS ISO 9001 Quality Systems – Model for quality assurance in design, development, 
production installation and servicing. 

AS/NZS CISPR 14.2 Electromagnetic compatibility - Requirements for household appliances 
electric tools and similar apparatus - Immunity - Product family standard 

Other Standards 
ANSI/TIA-942 Telecommunications Infrastructure Standard for Data Centres 

NFPA 855 Standard for the Installation of Stationary Energy Storage Systems 

NFPA Standard on Explosion Prevention Systems 
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11. UPS Sizing 
UPS Ratings and Size Selection 

11.1. There are no standard ratings and performance characteristics for UPS systems. It is necessary 
to use manufacturer's ratings to determine if the selected UPS will perform in the specified 
environment. It may be necessary to derate the equipment where the manufacturer's 
performance specifications are exceeded. 

11.2. A technical evaluation shall be performed to determine the required size for any new UPS and 
the optimum connection arrangement. The designer must consult with the sponsor/users and 
make appropriate determinations for diversity to avoid significant oversizing of the UPS. 

Determining the Rating of a UPS 

11.3. In order to properly size and select a static UPS system, the load kVA, load power factor, inrush 
kVA or current, load voltage, number of phases and frequency, and required battery protection 
time should be determined for the load to be served. 

Determining load kVA 

11.4. In existing installations, the load kVA should be determined by reviewing historical tends and 
allowing appropriate safety margins and growth factors.  

11.5. In cases where the load current cannot be measured or when the installation is in the planning 
stage, the load kVA should be calculated. Should calculation be required, state within the FDR 
the basis of the calculation methodology. 

Determining load power factor 

11.6. In existing installations, the load power factor should be determined by actual measurements 
using a power factor meter. In cases where actual measurements cannot be taken or when the 
installation is in the planning stage, the load power factors must be calculated. Estimating the 
load power factor is necessary since the kVA rating and performance parameters of most UPS 
designs are guaranteed only at a defined power factor range either side of unity. The UPS 
system kVA capacity and performance parameters are affected at other power factors, 
particularly with leading power factors. 

Determining load inrush kVA 

11.7. Determination of the load inrush kVA is particularly important for static UPS configurations 
without a static transfer switch and bypass capability. In these configurations, if the load inrush 
kVA requirements exceed the inverter capability, the inverter will reach the “current limit” mode 
causing the unit to parallel with the mains via the static bypass switch. 

11.8. In configurations with a static transfer switch and bypass capability, determining the load inrush 
current requirements is required for proper selection of overcurrent protective devices for the 
transfer switch and coordination with other overcurrent protective devices. 

11.9. The load inrush kVA or current in existing installations should be determined by actual 
measurement using a high speed storage oscilloscope or oscillograph. Since all loads are not 
normally started simultaneously, the inrush kVA or current requirements should be determined 
by energising the load with the highest inrush kVA while all other loads are connected. 

11.10. In cases where measurements cannot be taken or when the installation is in the planning stage, 
the load inrush requirements should be calculated. Data on individual load inrush kVA and 
duration should be obtained from equipment manufacturers or otherwise estimated.. 

Load voltage, number of phases, and frequency 

11.11. The load voltage and frequency requirements determine the UPS system output voltage and 
frequency. Three-phase loads require a system with three-phase output regardless of the kVA 
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rating required. However, when all loads are single-phase, the loads should be distributed 
among the three phases to minimise the phase unbalance effects on the inverter. 

Load Growth 

11.12. In projecting electrical demand, a suitable allowance for load growth, minimum of 25 percent, 
should be used unless otherwise agreed to be the project sponsor. Be aware of oversizing UPS 
capacity too high, to the detriment of UPS efficiency and potential reduction in UPS life. It is 
appropriate for future growth to be accommodated using a modular UPS approach; with future 
provisioning for additional UPS modules, battery strings considered within the design of the 
UPS accommodation and LV infrastructure as part of the initial design.  

Determination of the Required Support Time 

11.13. The required support time to maintain output supply in the event of a primary supply failure, if 
known, will be specified in the FDB. However, the designer may need to determine the required 
support time in consultation with the facility users or sponsors. This time may be that required 
by standards, or a requirement of the equipment or operations to support. The support time is 
specified as the time required for the equipment to be supported by UPS and shall include the 
full operation specified including consideration of the time required for the LEG or CEPS to 
come online. 

11.14. Whilst static systems incorporate batteries, kinetic energy storage devices in rotary systems 
are typically sized to allow the immediate start and transfer of the M-G set to a diesel engine or 
generator and typically only maintain supply for 15 – 30 seconds. The required support time for 
rotary systems will therefore have separate consideration. 

11.15. Where necessary, ensure the building services required to support the equipment are also 
adequately supported during the support time period (e.g., suitable cooling to continue 
equipment operation). 
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12. Technical Requirements 
12.1. UPS are specialised systems that can be configured in many ways and can significantly impact 

on the immediate environment. Therefore, due consideration shall be given to the issues of 
compatibility with, and impact on, other services and the building environment respectively. 

12.2. The capabilities and limitations of UPS shall be considered to ensure their suitability for 
supplying equipment and loads whose requirements and operational characteristics shall be 
adequately defined. This places an important emphasis on defining the equipment 
requirements and the responses under failure conditions. 

12.3. Selection of UPSs shall achieve best value for money on whole of life basis and shall also take 
cognisance of the level of product support provided in Australia and locally in the region 
installed. 

12.4. The UPS system shall be fully compatible with the building power reticulation system and its 
connected loads to ensure harmonious and non-detrimental interfacing between the UPS and 
the generating equipment if provided and the building connected loads. The designer shall 
ensure that appropriate analysis is undertaken to determine the UPS configuration required. 

Characteristics of the Critical Load 

12.5. When specifying the UPS, the supplier should be made aware of the characteristics of the 
critical load to be supplied. The designer must adequately determine the characteristics of the 
load and the environment in which the UPS will be installed and make all necessary provisions 
to ensure suitability. 

12.6.  Specifically, the designer must specify: 

a) The nominal output voltage and allowable voltage limits (including steady state and transient 
limits). Transient limits may be different to take into account large step changes in the load and 
the short duration of a resulting output voltage change. 

b) The desired full load output power rating and power factor. Spare capacity for growth of at least 
25% should be allowed for within sizing full load output power rating. Note that oversizing the 
output power rating of the UPS can have a detrimental effect on the efficiency and longevity of 
the UPS, so care should be taken on minimising excessive oversizing. If planned future growth 
is not to be seen in the short term, consideration around a modular UPS, or a system which 
allows for smaller UPS units to be installed over time should be considered. However, final 
desired full rated load should be accounted for within the design of supporting infrastructure 
(spatial and distribution capacity). 

c) The expected harmonic content of the load. An idea of the likely harmonic content of the load 
can be obtained from measuring the harmonic content of the existing or similar load, or by 
consulting the equipment load suppliers. 

d) The presence of power factor correction. 

e) The presence and characteristics of other key items such as LEGs. 

f) Any loads with characteristics not covered above such as other generation sources, and 

g) Make the UPS supplier aware of any intermediate isolation or step-down transformers that will 
be connected between the UPS output supply and the load, because these can act in a non-
linear manner to transform the harmonic content of the load or negate any harmonic 
compensation built into the UPS system. 
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Availability, Mean Time Between Failures (MTBF) and Repair Times 

12.7. UPS shall have a mean time between failures (MTBF) of at least 20,000 hours as calculated 
for the installed arrangement with the UPS operating at 40 degrees C.  

12.8. Availability shall be at least 99.99 percent or as required by the equipment load/users, 
whichever is the higher.  

12.9. Mean Time to Repair (MTTR) shall be less than one hour and Maximum Time to Repair 
(MAXTTR) shall be less than twelve hours, these times do not include travel time which must 
be assessed separately when considering supportability and maintainability. 

12.10. The availability and MTBF shall be determined based on the installed arrangement and 
conditions addressing the following: 

a) The mains failure conditions. Based on actual failures or an average of one failure of 30 minutes 
duration per year and 10 outages of less than one minute per year, whichever the greater. 

b) Automatic start diesel alternator can be expected to restore power supply within 10 minutes. 

c) Change back to mains supply from diesel alternator supply will introduce a short break in supply 
since paralleling of supplies is not permitted. 

d) Failure rate date for individual items of equipment may be based on actual field experience 
provided adequate supporting evidence is demonstrated. 

12.11. The designer shall ensure that suitable reliability calculations are submitted by tenderers, 
together with the basis for these calculations and the sources of failure rate data. 

Availability 

12.12. The availability of the selected UPS must be acceptable to the installation requirements. 
Availability in this context is the probability of the UPS being able, at any given time to provide 
support for the full design run time, at maximum demand. The criticality of the loads will 
determine the necessary availability of the UPS. The availability of an UPS may be improved 
by using different configurations to provide redundancy. 

Energy Efficiency 

12.13. Due consideration shall be provided to specifying efficient design solutions that minimise 
energy usage and greenhouse gas emissions. UPS must achieve at least 75% efficiency at all 
loads in the specified power factor range from 50% load to rated output with the battery on float 
charge. Efficiency at full load shall be a least 85%. This shall be calculated based upon the 
UPS in normal operation; not utilising any internal bypass functions. 

Battery Systems 

12.14. UPS system costs are very sensitive to support time, so careful consideration needs to be given 
to the minimum battery reserve time specified. The minimum required time may often 
correspond to the time needed to notify remote connections that a service is about to go down 
and then carry out an orderly shutdown. It should also be noted that the actual support time will 
increase should the actual load be less than the full load rating of the UPS. This matter shall 
be validated with reference to the battery manufacturer’s data sheets with a summary included 
in the design report. 

12.15. The usual support time specified for battery backed systems is 10 – 30 minutes. In most cases 
10 minutes is adequate time to allow an orderly shutdown should the standby generator supply 
not be available due to equipment failure or due to non-installation of a standby power source. 
Increasing the support time from 10 minutes to 30 minutes has a significant impact on battery 
size, spatial provisioning of both the UPS and supporting infrastructure, and hence costs. 
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Support time may extend to 30 minutes in some cases, but longer support time must be suitably 
justified in the design report for Defence agreement. 

12.16. It is important to understand that sizing of battery systems needs to account for the degradation 
of performance of the batteries over their useful life. Determination of battery string sizes should 
be based upon the UPS being capable of providing support to the maximum capacity of the 
UPS, at the end of the rated life of the batteries. This shall be validated through calculation of 
string battery sizing, with reference to battery manufacturer’s data sheets, with a summary 
included in the design report. 

12.17. It is important to note that the longer support times cause other complications such as how to 
keep the load and UPS systems within operating temperature limits for that period. Additional 
HVAC provisioning to both the UPS, as well as the downstream loads may need to be 
considered. 

12.18. Batteries can be installed either in cabinets or on racks, whichever the more appropriate. If 
cabinets are provided, consider the implications on ease of maintenance, temperature build up 
and ventilation. 

Connection of Battery Banks 

12.19. Batteries can be configured as parallel strings, and this may be necessary to achieve the 
desired support time in larger ratings or to meet specified redundancy requirements. 

12.20. Notwithstanding this, where cost effective, any UPS incorporating battery storage is to be 
provided with redundant battery strings so that in the event of failure of one string there is a 
reduced level of support available from the remaining string(s) of batteries. Redundant battery 
strings in the context of this general policy requirement means providing two parallel battery 
strings that are of sufficient combined capacity to meet the required support duration. Failure 
of a string reduces the available support time until both strings are returned to service. This is 
particularly important for a single UPS that supports a key capability such as an ATC tower. 

12.21. Redundant battery strings must have appropriate protection to eliminate any single point of 
failure and isolation in the form of links and/or circuit breakers. Rating of switchgear shall take 
into account the greater difficulty in interrupting DC current. It must be possible for healthy 
string(s) to remain in service, in the event of a fault in the other battery string(s), supplying the 
critical load with a reduced support time (unless Defence specifies total redundancy). It must 
also be possible for repairs to be undertaken to one or several cells on the same string without 
disconnecting all of the available battery supply. 

12.22. It should be noted, that having parallel battery strings increases the component count and 
reduces the availability (i.e., the probability of full battery capacity being available). 

Battery Requirements 

12.23. The preferred type of battery selected will depend on a number of considerations. Battery 
technology and ratings available in different forms is constantly changing. The designer must 
make recommendations to Defence, including through life assessment, on the most suitable 
battery technology and arrangement which must consider the following discussion. 

12.24. It is important to note that a battery’s performance will be specified for a given temperature and 
given safe minimum cell end voltage. The ratings at either anticipated ambient temperature 
extreme should be checked to determine whether acceptable performance is maintained. Keep 
in mind the large thermal inertia of some batteries and the likelihood of the cells following an 
average daily ambient temperature rather than short term extremes. 

12.25. Should Lithium Ion batteries be under consideration, specify that batteries are tested, and pass 
a UL 9540A test. 

12.26. At high ambient temperatures, heavy discharge currents may heat the cells to an electrolyte 
temperature where they will not accept recharge efficiently and must not be boost charged to 
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stay within the manufacturer’s recommended limits. Overheating batteries can cause cell 
damage and shortening of battery life. 

12.27. Appropriate measures shall be in place to monitor battery condition to detect, warn of and 
preferably prevent, any potential Thermal Runaway of battery systems. 

12.28. The situation can be avoided by several measures either manually or automatically. These 
include: 

a) Monitoring cell temperature 

b) Monitoring float current when the battery should be fully charged 

c) Monitoring the change in battery voltage 

d) Monitoring hydrogen levels with a gas detector mounted at low level, connected back to both 
the local FDCIE and BMS, allowing for early warning to maintenance staff and occupants and 
where appropriate, isolation of the battery systems. 

12.29. Regular battery maintenance and checks shall be in place appropriate to the type of batteries 
installed.  This may include;  

a) Regular checks on cell voltage, electrolyte specific gravity and temperature for vented lead acid 
batteries, or 

b) the installation of automatic cell voltage systems that can provide rapid measurement and 
printout of every cell voltage during different conditions of charge and discharge. 

12.30. It is important that during a battery discharge, that the cell voltage is not allowed to drop below 
a certain threshold beyond which the cells may be damaged or may not be able to recover from 
a normal charging process. The limit set for the average cell voltage will depend on the battery 
type and the discharge rate. Guidance should be taken from the battery manufacturer. The 
UPS system should automatically shut down and open the battery connection prior to this 
occurring. 

12.31. A common misconception is that sealed lead-acid batteries are “maintenance free”. Although 
these batteries do not require topping up with distilled water, they are more susceptible to not 
being equalised in charge and are more difficult to equalise. If cells fail to equalise it means 
that the cell voltage is greater or lesser than the average cell voltage in one or more cells. In 
the extreme case it can mean that during a battery discharge, some cells will be discharged 
below their minimum allowable cell voltage from which they may never recover. 

12.32. Should the choice of battery consist of a type of Lithium Ion battery, careful consideration 
should be made on how they are housed and monitored. Early detection of gaseous emissions 
from the cells should be installed, as well as fire detection, passive and active fire protection 
installed within the battery room. Compliance to current Australian Standards and the Building 
Code to address this risk may not be sufficient. Compliant measures to NFPA standards for 
rooms housing Lithium Ion batteries (in particular NFPA 855 and NFPA 69) should be 
undertaken, along with real time battery monitoring and reporting. If so selected, the Designer, 
shall provide to Defence an assessment of the risks arising from the potential failure of the 
battery system and how these risks are being managed. 

Battery sizing 

12.33. In order to properly size the battery, required discharge rate in kilowatt (kW)/cell, required 
protection time, end of discharge voltage, and ambient temperature must be determined. 

Discharge rate 

12.34. For an UPS system battery, the discharge rate should correspond to the highest inverter input 
power required to produce rated output at minimum input dc voltage. The end of discharge 
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voltage should be equal to or higher than the minimum dc input voltage required by the inverter 
to maintain rated performance In addition, it is recommended to include a suitable margin for 
the required capacity to account for battery aging. 

Lifetime 

12.35. The expected lifetime of batteries on UPS duty is usually stated in terms of years of service on 
continuous charge to an end of life defined as the failure to be able to deliver a certain 
percentage of rated capacity. Initial capacity (unless specified as 100 percent capacity) is 
usually in the range of 90 to 95 percent of rated capacity. This will rise to 100 percent capacity 
in normal service after several charge-discharge cycles. IEEE Industry recommendations are 
that a battery be replaced when its actual capacity drops to 80 percent of rated capacity; 
however, some manufacturers rate "end-of-life" at 50 percent of rated capacity. Refer to 
manufacturer’s battery discharge curve data for specific characteristics of the proposed 
batteries to be used within a UPS installation. 

12.36. The designer needs to check the initial capacity rating, the service life period, and the aging 
characteristics given in the battery guarantee so as to ensure system capability is not 
compromised. 

DC voltage Ripple 

12.37. The rectified AC wave form is “rippled” and would cause a similar rippled current to flow into 
the battery if measures were not taken to reduce this. The rectified AC has a peak voltage 
significantly higher than the average, and the battery is highly capacitive in nature, allowing 
higher than desirable current surges into the cells if a smoothing choke were not provided.  

12.38. The maximum ripple voltage shall meet the battery manufacturer’s requirements or 3 percent, 
whichever the lower. 

End of discharge voltage 

12.39. UPS batteries are not sized on so many ampere-hours of capacity for an 8-hour period. Battery 
voltage is not constant, so if the load requires a constant power output, which most UPS 
applications do, the current must increase as the voltage decreases. Consequently, the battery 
is sized to supply a specific kW rate (usually the maximum inverter kW requirement without 
recharging) for a specific period of time (usually 5 to 30 minutes) to a minimum specific end 
voltage and, for lead-acid types, at a maximum specific gravity (measured at 25ºC. 

12.40. Lead-acid cells. A nominal system design may utilise minimum end voltage of 1.67 to 1.75 volts 
per cell and a maximum specific gravity of 1.215 at 25ºC. The actual end voltage should be the 
voltage which the UPS manufacturer, battery manufacturer, or the system design requires, 
whichever is higher. In some cases, designs provide higher end voltages to meet design 
concerns. A higher specific gravity may result in a battery installation needing less space, but 
results in shorter life spans and higher cell losses and float voltages. The lower end voltage 
that manufacturers recommend may cause the UPS to go to static bypass or, by overstressing 
battery plates, shorten the life of the battery. 

12.41. Lithium Ion cell requirements. A nominal system design may utilise minimum end voltage of 2.8 
– 3.0v volts per cell and a maximum specific gravity of 1.215 at 25ºC. The actual end voltage 
should be the voltage which the UPS manufacturer, battery manufacturer, or the system design 
requires, whichever is higher. In some cases, designs provide higher end voltages to meet 
design concerns. A higher specific gravity may result in a battery installation needing less 
space, but results in shorter life spans and higher cell losses and float voltages. The lower end 
voltage that manufacturers recommend may cause the UPS to go to static bypass or, by 
overstressing battery plates, shorten the life of the battery. 

12.42. Temperature correction. Ratings are at 25ºC. Therefore, to determine specific gravity, which is 
temperature sensitive, a temperature correction factor must be applied. For both lead-acid and 
ni-cad batteries, add one point (.001) to the hydrometer reading for every 3ºC above 25ºC and 
subtract one point for every 3ºC below 25ºC.   
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Ambient temperature 

12.43. Consideration shall be given to providing a stable environment (temperature and humidity) for 
the batteries to ensure that their maximum life is achieved. Many batteries that have a warranty 
associated with a nominal life expectancy require an environment of 25°C to prevent voiding 
such a warrantee. Due to requirements surrounding battery ventilation also needing to be met, 
consideration around additional HVAC for battery rooms / UPS plant space should be 
considered. 

The Effect of Static UPS on the Mains and Generator Supply 

12.44.  The controlled rectifiers of UPS systems can be a major source of harmonics which can 
produce distortions of the voltage and current waveforms and may have a detrimental effect on 
a variety of electrical equipment both upstream and downstream of the UPS system.  

12.45. The designer shall ensure that the UPS will not have any detrimental impact to any other 
systems within the building or the Base. 

12.46. The UPS shall be in compliance with the relevant requirements of AS/NZS 61000 
Electromagnetic Capability (EMC) and AS 62040 Uninterruptible Power Systems (UPS) to 
minimise the effects of harmonics on electrical equipment. 

12.47. The designer shall ensure that the UPS is suitable for operation with any intended generator 
including LEGs. Depending on the magnitude of the rectifier load as a percentage of an 
alternator’s load, measures may need to be taken to ensure reliable alternator operation when 
a diesel alternator is used as a standby power source. As a guide, there will be problems unless 
special measures are taken when the rectifier rating is more than 50% of the alternator rating. 
These measures may include: 

a) Using a three phase voltage regulator; 

b) Using permanent magnet field excitation; 

c) Using an electronic governor; 

d) Using a 2/3 pitch in the generator winding 

e) Over sizing the alternator compared to the kW rating required; and  

f) Specifying the UPS with filtering, a DC to DC bus or 12 pulse rectifiers to limit the amount of 
harmonic distortion, where possible. 

12.48. The UPS can represent a significant load on an emergency/standby power supply. A technique 
that can be used to prevent overload to a stretched standby power supply is to inhibit or reduce 
battery boost charging to the UPS whilst on standby power. This requires some interface relay 
connection between the standby power supply control panel and the UPS system, or 
programming of the power electronics within the UPS unit. Use of this arrangement must have 
Defence agreement prior to implementation. 

Harmonics Distortion 

12.49. Harmonic loads cause additional power losses in the power supply and in connected motor 
loads. In severe cases the distortion caused to the supply can cause over heating of switchgear, 
transformers and motors, malfunction of voltage regulators and drop out of phase failure relays. 
Depending on the natural frequency of the power supply and its connected load, the system 
can actually resonate causing high voltage peaks and equipment damage. 

12.50. Particular care needs to be taken when bulk power factor correction equipment is connected 
to the same low voltage power supply as the UPS. The capacitors can suffer from overheating 
due to the passage of harmonic current through them, or can suffer insulation damage due to 
voltage notching in the power supply caused by commutation of semi-conductors. It is 
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advisable to use “reactive” capacitors for power factor correction equipment. These have series 
reactors designed to impede harmonic currents and “detune” the capacitor circuit away from 
the main problem causing harmonic frequencies. They will also be more immune from other 
harmonic sources such as electric motor variable speed drives. 

12.51. The best way to handle harmonic distortion is to treat it at the source of the harmonics and 
reduce the magnitude. 

12.52. For static UPS systems, consideration should be given to using DC bus based UPS units, or if 
not available 12 pulse rectifiers when necessary to limit the amount of harmonic distortion to 
the mains supply. An alternative or supplementary measure that can be used is to add harmonic 
filters to the system. These add extra losses to the system, work best only at their design load 
and can interact with other harmonic load connected to the same supply. 

12.53. The design and rating of harmonic filters needs to take into account other background 
harmonics caused by other loads on the same supply. This may mean that a harmonic analysis 
of the system is required by either measurement or computer modelling. Other common loads 
that contribute to harmonic distortion include variable frequency drives, soft starters for motors, 
transfer switches, electronic loads and power factor correction. 

12.54. If the background level of harmonics is already high, then consideration may need to be given 
to providing harmonic filters at the main sources of the harmonic distortion to lower the 
background harmonic distortion sufficiently. 

12.55. It should be noted that harmonic filters may “de-tune” in the event of a supply frequency change, 
for example, when supplied by a local generator that is heavily (or lightly) loaded, with the 
subsequent issue that the filter is no longer able to filter out the desired harmonic frequencies. 

Critical Distribution Systems 

12.56. UPS power shall be reticulated via the building’s critical power distribution system. The critical 
distribution system shall consist of suitable area or room critical distribution boards to supply 
the critical load. Redundancy is not normally a requirement of the critical distribution system 
unless specified by the FDB or as required to meet the availability criterion. 

12.57. Critical distribution boards are the preferred method for connecting large or unspecified 
equipment and for equipment rooms. These distribution switchboards are to be provided in the 
equipment room for connection of the equipment. 

12.58. The critical distribution system is not normally load shed; however, where the load is significant 
and would prevent the LEG or CEPS generators from coming online they shall be suitably load 
shed controlled. This shall also include the contributed effect of a number of UPS where not 
supported by LEG.  

Static Transfer Switches 

12.59. Separate static transfer switches can be used where dual supplies are adopted in the 
distribution system. These static transfer switches allow synchronous transfer between 
supplies and where used shall be appropriately supervised to prevent any harmful effect when 
changing between normal and alternative supplies. The changeover period will need to be 
checked to ensure suitability with the critical load; typically loads must be able to tolerate a 10-
millisecond outage. Consideration should also be given to the requirement for the static transfer 
switch to also switch the supply neutrals and guidance should be sought from the local Network 
Provider and Industry Regulator before finalising the transfer switch design arrangement. 

Maintenance Bypass 

12.60. Defence UPSs shall be provided with a maintenance bypass that allows the UPS unit to be 
taken offline or removed. A maintenance bypass facility for UPS unit is useful for maintenance 
and testing purposes. A maintenance bypass switch consists of interlocked isolators which can 
be manually operated to connect either an alternative supply or UPS output to the critical load. 
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An open transfer switch arrangement has been shown on the example diagrams for simplicity. 
In most installations it will be possible to provide closed transition switching when the source 
of the bypass is always the same as the UPS input. Care is needed with this arrangement 
which requires the UPS output and the bypass supply to be switched and interlocked at the 
same switchboard. For closed transition switching, the input and bypass supplies must be from 
the same source. The switching shall be interlocked with the UPS internal bypass to ensure 
that the UPS changes to internal bypass before the external maintenance bypass can be 
operated. 

12.61. The maintenance bypass switch may need to be open transition and switch the supply neutrals 
if the maintenance bypass supply is a separate supply to the synchronous bypass supply of 
the UPS unit. This is not a preferred arrangement due to the complexity and dangers of neutral 
switching. 

Connection of Dummy-Load 

12.62. Dummy loads are useful for commissioning and maintenance purposes, however, providing a 
permanent dummy load just for the UPS would not normally be justified. Where a UPS is 
incorporated with a LEG the designer shall specify, where appropriate, connection to the LEG 
dummy load via an interlocked manual supply transfer switch. 

Input Supply Rating 

12.63.  The input supply rating of the UPS will exceed the output supply rating due to: 

a) AC to AC losses (typically up to 5%) 

b) Charging losses (10-20%)  

12.64. The amount of charging current will depend on the specified battery support time and the 
specified time to recharge. Boost charging for battery equalisation will further increase the load. 

12.65. The load can be reduced for the benefit of limited standby generator capacity by setting a 
rectifier current limit to a lower level while on generator supply. 

12.66. Depending on the level of harmonic distortion and switchgear design, the switchgear may suffer 
a derating. 

12.67. Calculations will need to be made for a specific UPS system design but a typical system will 
require an input rating of 1.1 to 1.3 times the output rating of the UPS. 

12.68. The bypass supply rating will not be subject to the above effects and can thus be rated to match 
the output rating of the UPS if desired. 

12.69. The number of phases in the supply to the UPS shall be specified to suit the rating of the UPS. 
Small rating UPS systems may not be available with three phase inputs or outputs as a 
standard product. 

Critical Submains 

12.70. Submains from UPS shall generally consist of radial feeders unless dual supply is specified in 
the FDB. Dual supply requirements are provided below. 

Separation Requirements 

12.71. Submain cables may need to be separated to the extent necessary to minimise the potential 
for a single event to disrupt the ability to supply UPS power to equipment, or portions of a 
facility. 
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Fault Level and Insulation Level 

12.72. Due consideration shall be given to the system fault level, in particular the peak contribution 
limit available from the UPS. The UPS must withstand system fault levels and must achieve 
suitable required discrimination. 

Wiring Systems (WS) Classification 

12.73. In addition to the requirements for hazardous areas the wiring systems shall provide resistance 
to damage from mechanical and fire consistent with the environment and the purpose of the 
installation. 

Isolation Transformers 

12.74. Separate isolation transformers are sometimes placed in the path between the UPS output 
supply and some of the critical load. These could be there as part of the tempest protection 
system. Consideration needs to be taken of the transformer magnetising inrush currents and 
of the non-linear effect that it may have on the harmonic content of the critical load. 

Transient and Surge Protection 

12.75. Transient and surge protection shall be provided for UPS supply systems to prevent damage 
and disruption caused by lightning strikes or by switching induced surges and spikes. The 
location and arrangement will depend on the UPS; however, all bypass supplies also need to 
be suitably protected. 

Undervoltage Release 

12.76. Consideration shall be given to the use of undervoltage releases on the critical load distribution 
boards. This is important in the case of the UPS being on bypass supply and being transferred 
to generator load or the mains supply restoring. 

12.77. Equipment that cannot tolerate being powered up immediately after a supply interruption shall 
be disconnected on power failure or protected by other suitable means such as under voltage 
releases. The critical load should be reconnected in a controlled fashion when supply stability 
has been achieved. This can be manually by operator or other suitable arrangement to suit the 
users. 

Filters 

12.78. Critical load may be connected to the UPS via suitably rated radio frequency filters. Critical 
lighting shall not be connected via the same filtered supply as critical equipment loads. During 
power up, the lighting can generate voltage transients that may be reflected back to the load 
due to the high impedance that the filters present to the transient voltages. Figure 3 illustrates 
the required arrangement. 
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Figure 5: Arrangement of Critical Lighting Circuits in Screen Areas 

 
Single or Multiple Mains Supplies 

12.79. As already discussed, it is important to consider the origin of supply to the UPS and bypass 
facilities. Having these supplies as independent as possible will improve availability of supply. 
The disadvantage is the higher cost. In most cases the cost of providing at least independent 
submains would be justified and is mandated as a primary requirement. Care must be taken 
with the distribution and interlocking to ensure that under no circumstances should it be 
possible to parallel unsynchronised supplies. 
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13. Existing UPS Installations 
Existing System Configuration and Capacity 

13.1. When considering augmentation to existing systems or additional critical loads, evaluate 
existing UPS configuration and capacity to determine if it meets the need of the proposed 
works. In making this evaluation consider:  

a) Additional load contribution; 

b) Existing load and capacity of critical infrastructure; 

c) Capacity of energy storage to support the additional load of the prescribed time; 

d) Quality of supply; 

e) Any particular operating requirements or constraints; 

f) Compliance with this policy; 

g) Planned loads and natural load growth; 

h) Outdated/unserviceable equipment effected by the works requiring replacement. 

13.2. Should portions of the distribution system have insufficient capacity to meet the required loads 
investigate the options to establish sufficient capacity including augmentation or reconfiguration 
of the system. 
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14. Accommodation 
UPS Unit 

14.1. The UPS accommodation shall be suitable for the operation and maintenance of the UPS. 
Particular care shall be taken to ensure that the UPS heat rejection and airflow requirements 
are met and that the design of the ventilation system does not contaminate the air conditioning 
or ventilation systems of the building occupants or adjacent buildings. The UPS 
accommodation shall also address noise and vibration from the equipment. 

a) Where the building air-conditioning system is used to service the UPS room, 
consideration and allowance shall be made where and when this system may shut 
down.  Either a stand-alone system should be utilised or suitable measures be in place 
to cater for when the building air conditioning system is unavailable. 

14.2. Generally, UPS shall be provided in separate UPS plant rooms clear of all other services. The 
batteries must be installed in a manner that prevents any subsequent damage to other 
equipment or systems in the event of catastrophic battery failure, in compliance with the 
National Construction Code. 

14.3. The UPS plant room must have suitable access to the Main Switchboard (MSB) and therefore 
should normally be provided adjacent to the MSB room. Consideration can be given to installing 
the UPS within the MSB room (with the batteries in a separate room where vented batteries 
are used). An acceptable exception to locating the UPS in or adjacent the MSB room would be 
for large installations or distributed UPS arrangements, where it is demonstrated that the UPS 
should be near the load. This would need to be agreed through the design report process   

14.4. Generally, the arrangement of the UPS within the room shall provide suitable access to all sides 
of the equipment allowing maintenance to easily be performed. Care must be taken to ensure 
any access doors/panels may be opened and not restrict free-access past the door/panel, 
particularly those for entry and exit/escape. 

14.5. The equipment layout shall provide adequate access for operation with all controls placed for 
ready access and with all indicators and instrumentation in easy to read locations. 

14.6. In the design of the equipment layout, adequate access for the installation, erection and 
maintenance of the equipment shall be provided. Major equipment items shall not be located 
in such a manner that would prevent the safe removal and replacement of any other major item 
of the installation (e.g., require dismantling). 

14.7. The UPS must be located in an area that is generally clear of other services, except those 
directly related to the UPS or MSB. The selected site shall be clear of any obstruction that could 
interfere with the operation, maintenance and removal of any part of the UPS. 

14.8. Ensure that fire protection and detection systems are installed within the plant space housing 
the UPS, in compliance with the NCC and relevant Australian Standards 

Protection against water ingress 

14.9. Some locations and sites may be subject to water ingress or tracking along cables or through 
penetrations. To minimise the risk of any potential water ingress; 

a) The UPS should be installed raised of the floor and 

b) Cable entries that do not come in from the bottom shall be suitably installed to prevent 
any water tracking into the unit.  This may include the use of suitable cable glands and 
or having an adequate s bend in the cable below the cable’s entry point into the unit. 
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Batteries 

14.10. The NCC/BCA Part C2.12, Australian Standards AS 2676 and AS 3011, NFPA 855 and NFPA 
69 provide detailed information on requirements and recommendations related to battery 
accommodation. Issues covered include: 

a) Layout and location 

b) Ventilation 

c) Access 

d) Floor loadings 

e) Lighting and power  

f) Safety signs 

g) Arrangement and support of batteries. Separate battery room shall be considered for 
vented cell batteries, and is required for batteries over a certain capacity. 

h) Protection and alarms 
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15. Environmental Conditions 
Heat Gain 

15.1. Due consideration shall be given to the impact of radiated heat on the internal operating 
temperatures of the UPS. 

15.2. Provide additional thermal treatment where UPS are located where the internal temperature 
rise is expected to exceed that which is acceptable or will have a detrimental effect to 
equipment life. This may include: 

a) Increased ventilation and/or air conditioning; and/or 

b) Additional insulation. 

 
Heat Rejection 

15.3. The conversion of mains frequency to DC and from DC to AC again by static UPS systems 
involves loss of energy and therefore heat rejection from the UPS. Similarly, rotary UPS 
systems will generate heat because of the losses in the MG set windings and bearings. If a 
diesel generator is co-located with the UPS, it too will generate significant heat. This heat must 
be extracted from the UPS accommodation to ensure the ambient air temperature does not 
rise beyond the UPS equipment allowable operating limit (usually 40ºC). 

15.4. There are two methods commonly used to extract the heat produced by the UPS; these are 
discussed under the section Guidance on UPS Ventilation and HVAC System Arrangements 
in this guideline.  

Battery Life 

15.5. The conditions under which a battery operates affects the performance and life of a battery. 
Low temperatures reduce the capacity of a battery below its rated capacity (which is usually for 
25ºC). Higher temperatures shorten the battery life. Different specific gravities of electrolyte are 
sometimes used to compensate for continuous lower or higher than normal operating 
temperatures. In some climates either heating or cooling may be required for separate battery 
room accommodation. While it would be important to maintain ventilation all the time, it may 
not be necessary to provide heating or cooling during the input power supply failure period. 

15.6. The designer must make all suitable provisions to ensure battery life is not unduly shortened. 
The designer must consider a separate battery room or enclosure to facilitate suitable 
temperature control. 
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16. UPS Requirements 
16.1. Input isolation is not a standard arrangement but may be provided by the use of an input 

transformer as part of a static UPS system. Input isolation provides the following: 

a) Isolates the battery from earth.  

b)  Delta primary connection cancels the effect of any triplen harmonic current generated on the 
output of the transformer. 

c) Guarantees that no DC component can be drawn from or injected into the mains supply. 

d) Can be used to allow 12 pulse rectification by use of auxiliary phase shifted windings. 

e) Can assist in decoupling and attenuating noise and transients to and from the mains supply. 

 

16.2. Disadvantages include the additional space requirements, power losses, cost and an added 
component count. It is usually necessary to provide a method of limiting magnetising inrush 
currents when the transformer is energised so that overload and short circuit protection 
equipment is not tripped. This is usually avoided by the use of series inductors or resistors 
which are bypassed by contactors once the transformer has magnetised. 

Voltage Limits 

16.3. The distribution voltages and voltage limits shall suit the critical equipment load requirements. 
Where the installation requires conformance to specific standards these are to be identified in 
the FDB.  

16.4. Provide protection or otherwise ensure correct operation of the installation and equipment 
where voltage excursions are anticipated outside the permissible range are possible. 

16.5. Where equipment is susceptible to voltage transients provide suitable protection. 
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17. Rotary UPS 
17.1. The inertia-driven ride-through configuration should be considered at sites where the power 

distribution system has a high reliability and long duration interruptions are not frequently 
experienced. The battery supported inertia configuration should be considered at sites with 
frequent long duration power interruptions. The battery protection time shall not be less than 
one minute and shall not exceed the maximum time the load can be operated with the loss of 
the environmental support equipment. 

17.2. The required ride-through time depends largely on the nature of the power supply source. It 
should be longer than the longest momentary interruption experienced or expected at the 
particular installation. The longest momentary interruption time is usually the duration of 
reclosing operations on the power supply distribution feeders. In addition, the nature and 
percentage of non-linear loads should be determined. This is necessary to insure that the 
system's level of voltage distortion when supplying such loads is acceptable. 

17.3. Rotary UPS bearings must be replaced, periodically and the impact of this activity must be 
addressed and catered for by the designer. 

17.4. Rotary UPS shall be selected on a through life basis, however, Defence preference is for 
arrangements which allow removal of the prime mover with minimal impact on the UPS 
functionality (i.e. the ability to remove the generator and still provide UPS functionality and 
allowing separate generator support through mobile generator arrangement). 

Motor and generator ratings 

17.5. Motor and generator ratings and performance characteristics are standardised by the National 
Electrical Manufacturers Association (NEMA) in ANSI/NEMA Publication MG-1, 2016. Motors 
and generator rating shall be continuous duty in accordance with the NEMA rating structure 
based on site rating. 

Flywheel sizing 

17.6. The flywheel inertia is selected such that the stored energy is sufficient to supply the electric 
generator while operating at rated power for a sufficient duration while keeping the speed from 
falling to maintain the frequency drop to a maximum of 0.5 Hz; this duration being the time for 
the diesel generator backed essential supply being made available to the UPS. 
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18. Control and Monitoring 
18.1. The UPS shall have appropriate control and monitoring interfaces to enable semi-skilled 

operators to operate the UPS and reset minor UPS faults. 

18.2. All of the controls, instrumentation, alarms and indicators for operation of the UPS module shall 
be accessible without opening doors or panels. 

18.3. The UPS must be supplied with a control system monitor. The panel should be on the front 
surface of the cubicle and shall not be obscured by doors or secondary viewing windows. 

18.4. Consideration needs to be given as to where the local UPS system alarms need to be repeated 
for alarms generated during normal and after hour’s operation. The type of alarms relayed need 
also to be considered. 

18.5. The following functions (as a minimum requirement) shall be metered and logged: 

a. Input voltage and current, frequency, power factor, kW & kVA. 

b. Battery voltage and charge/discharge current, where appropriate. 

c. Output voltage and current, power factor, kW, kVA and frequency for each of the three 
phases.  

18.6. All meters should be accurate to within ± 1.5%. 

18.7. The system should include the following controls: 

a) Lamp test/reset pushbutton 

b) Battery circuit breaker trip, where appropriate 

c) Automatic start/stop 

d) Individual rectifier start/stop 

e) Online/offline and/or transfer controls 

f) Extended synchronisation controls as applicable 

g) Battery boost start/stop (if applicable) 

h) Emergency shutdown with protective cover 

18.8. The UPS should have a mimic panel in the form of a single line diagram with status indicators 
or other suitable arrangement. 

18.9. The system shall include indicators to clearly indicate the current operating mode and whether 
there is any outstanding alarm condition. 

18.10. The following conditions should be monitored and alarmed and indicated on the local display 
panel. Any alarm condition when activated should be recorded with date and time of occurrence 
and should have a mnemonic and code associated for efficient interpretation and follow up. All 
alarm conditions should annunciate on a summary alarm and audible alarm. All alarm 
conditions shall be stored in non volatile RAM and should be recoverable even after a complete 
outage. 

18.11. The system should include monitoring and alarms for most of the following conditions: 
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a) Input supply abnormalities 

b) Input/output overloads 

c) Emergency off 

d) Internal diagnostic messages 

e) Bypass supply abnormalities 

f) Incorrect equipment operating conditions 

g) DC overvoltage, discharging, low warning, discharged conditions 

h) Ambient over temperature 

i) Equipment over temperature 

j) Frequency and synchronising conditions 

k) Battery circuit breaker open 

l) Battery discharging 

m) Battery residual time 

n) Input power failures/restorations 

o) Fan failure (per module)  

p) All circuit breaker status indications 

q) Static switch unable 

r) Load on bypass 

s) AC overvoltage/undervoltage 

t) All generator functions as detailed in the IM LEG Requirements, where appropriate 

u) Any manual or automatiuc switching and or control operations 

v) Diagnostic messages relating to any abnormal or unsuccessful control operations 

w) Summary alarm 
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19. Defence Engineering Service Network (DESN) and Building 
Management Systems (BMS) 

19.1. High Level Interface (HLI) shall be provided to interface with DESN and BMS. Monitoring 
requirements are provided in the Defence Engineering Service Network (DESN) requirements 
which have been repeated here for convenience. 

a) UPS online 

b) UPS in bypass 

c) Mains Supply Failure 

d) UPS Fail 

e) UPS Warning 

f) Battery Low Warning 

g) Summary Alarm 

19.2. Other monitoring options include: 

a) Batteries Discharging 

b) Battery Residual time 

c) Load on Bypass 

d) Overload Warning 

e) Over temperature 

f) New Alarm 

19.3. UPS shall also have the capability to provide a Simple Network Management Protocol (SNMP) 
remote monitoring interface for use by end users to allow for both remote monitoring of the 
status of the UPS, as well as the capability (should it be required) for the UPS to signal critical 
infrastructure of a loss of mains supply, to enable graceful shutdown of equipment downstream. 

19.4. In providing reporting functions to BMS/DESN, consideration should be given to the potential 
of introducing vulnerability to external threats. Measures to prevent intentional, remote 
operated, mal-operation of the systems shall be provided.  
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20. UPS Testing and Maintenance 
Commissioning 

20.1. Commissioning shall be completed in accordance with OEM recommendations. Additionally, 
functional performance tests shall be undertaken to verify the proper operation of the UPS 
under all conditions.  

20.2. Handover documentation shall include copies of original commissioning test records and 
commissioning check lists as well as legible typed copy. 

Routine Testing 

20.3. Routine testing of UPS is critical to its proper operation. The agency responsible for the 
maintenance of the UPS shall ensure that all required testing and maintenance is undertaken 
and that the performance of the UPS is proven. The testing shall include at least an annual 
performance test of the entire UPS and critical distribution system and any associated essential 
systems (i.e. LEG). Documentation should outline what tests are to be undertaken and 
nominate training of maintenance staff by the UPS installer of correct regular testing and test 
recording procedures. 

Performance Testing and Start-up 

20.4. Routine performance testing and start-up procedures shall be included in the Operating and 
Maintenance Manuals. They shall be in a format suitable for semi-skilled operators. The start-
up procedures shall include suitable checks of the component’s operation once energised. 

20.5. All test results including the acceptance testing shall be suitably recorded for comparison. The 
possible failures of the equipment drawn out from the test results should be identified and 
discussed in the test report with any necessary corrective action implemented. Test equipment 
used should be in accordance with the manufacturer’s recommendation. Details of the test 
equipment used shall be included in the test records. 

Maintenance 

20.6. Maintenance of the UPS consists of preventive and corrective maintenance. Preventive 
maintenance consists of a scheduled list of activities included in the Operations and 
Maintenance Manuals. Performing these activities keeps the UPS in good working order and 
helps to prevent failures. Corrective maintenance is performed as a result of a failure. 
Corrective maintenance fixes the problem and gets the unit working again. Suitable procedures 
and maintenance schedules shall be provided by the equipment manufacturer and installer and 
incorporated into the O&M manuals and must include both preventative and corrective 
maintenance procedures. 

20.7. Battery monitoring and maintenance is extremely important and becomes more critical as a 
battery moves towards its end of life. Measures may need to be taken to ensure that a 
disastrous “thermal runaway” condition is preventable or very unlikely to occur. Optional aides 
to maintenance offered by UPS suppliers include microprocessor-based battery cell voltage 
monitoring systems. 

20.8. It is not good practice to regularly discharge the UPS batteries as this will significantly shorten 
the operating life of the batteries. 

20.9. System and battery maintenance logs should be kept and completed with every inspection. A 
record of battery cell voltages and float currents gives a good picture of battery condition by 
looking at the changes over time. 
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21. Guidance On UPS Ventilation And HVAC System 
Arrangements 

21.1. The design and installation of these ventilation and HVAC systems shall be undertaken by the 
appropriately qualified, competent and experienced persons. 

a) The systems designed and installed shall take into consideration the sources and 
impact of any make up air may have and the impact the exhaust air may have on any 
adjoining buildings. 

21.2. The other environment that requires consideration is the battery room or enclosure. Australian 
Standards AS 2676 and AS 3011 provide detailed information on requirements and 
recommendations related to battery accommodation. 

Forced ventilation 

21.3. This method is only suitable in regions where the ambient outside air temperature seldom rises 
above 34ºC. 

21.4. The exhaust fans should be sized to limit any temperature rise to less than 6ºC. The inlet air 
should be introduced at low level and preferably from within the building to avoid introducing 
hot air into the UPS room. The fans should discharge at high level. 

21.5. It is recommended each fan be switched by a thermostat. The duty fan should operate at a 
lower set temperature (say 25 ºC) and be fitted with an air flow switch so an alarm can be 
activated if it fails. The standby fan should operate at a higher temperature (say 30ºC) and raise 
an alarm if it is needed. Fans and controls should be powered from the output of the UPS. 
Refer to Figure 8. 

 
Figure 6: Exhaust Fan Option 

Conditioned space 

21.6. This option allows for 2 fan coil units each capable of cooling the UPS and maintaining the 
room at 25ºC. It is recommended that the fan coil units be floor mounted on a stand with a 
down discharge to direct cooling air at low level – computer room units are ideal. 

21.7. The fan coil units can be normally connected to the building chilled water system but on power 
failure a secondary pump should pull the chilled water from a storage tank sized to allow for 
operation during the support time. The fan coil units, secondary chilled water circulation pump 
and controls will need to be connected to the output of the UPS. Refer to Figure 9. 

21.8. The designer shall assess the operating options for the units and identify the best fit for purpose 
and cost-effective option for the application in question.  For example, if both units should run 
or run the units in a duty / standby mode. 
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              Figure 7: Chilled Water Option 
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	12.38. The maximum ripple voltage shall meet the battery manufacturer’s requirements or 3 percent, whichever the lower.
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	12.40. Lead-acid cells. A nominal system design may utilise minimum end voltage of 1.67 to 1.75 volts per cell and a maximum specific gravity of 1.215 at 25ºC. The actual end voltage should be the voltage which the UPS manufacturer, battery manufactur...
	12.41. Lithium Ion cell requirements. A nominal system design may utilise minimum end voltage of 2.8 – 3.0v volts per cell and a maximum specific gravity of 1.215 at 25ºC. The actual end voltage should be the voltage which the UPS manufacturer, batter...
	12.42. Temperature correction. Ratings are at 25ºC. Therefore, to determine specific gravity, which is temperature sensitive, a temperature correction factor must be applied. For both lead-acid and ni-cad batteries, add one point (.001) to the hydrome...
	12.43. Consideration shall be given to providing a stable environment (temperature and humidity) for the batteries to ensure that their maximum life is achieved. Many batteries that have a warranty associated with a nominal life expectancy require an ...
	12.44.  The controlled rectifiers of UPS systems can be a major source of harmonics which can produce distortions of the voltage and current waveforms and may have a detrimental effect on a variety of electrical equipment both upstream and downstream ...
	12.45. The designer shall ensure that the UPS will not have any detrimental impact to any other systems within the building or the Base.
	12.46. The UPS shall be in compliance with the relevant requirements of AS/NZS 61000 Electromagnetic Capability (EMC) and AS 62040 Uninterruptible Power Systems (UPS) to minimise the effects of harmonics on electrical equipment.
	12.47. The designer shall ensure that the UPS is suitable for operation with any intended generator including LEGs. Depending on the magnitude of the rectifier load as a percentage of an alternator’s load, measures may need to be taken to ensure relia...
	a) Using a three phase voltage regulator;
	b) Using permanent magnet field excitation;
	c) Using an electronic governor;
	d) Using a 2/3 pitch in the generator winding
	e) Over sizing the alternator compared to the kW rating required; and
	f) Specifying the UPS with filtering, a DC to DC bus or 12 pulse rectifiers to limit the amount of harmonic distortion, where possible.
	12.48. The UPS can represent a significant load on an emergency/standby power supply. A technique that can be used to prevent overload to a stretched standby power supply is to inhibit or reduce battery boost charging to the UPS whilst on standby powe...
	12.49. Harmonic loads cause additional power losses in the power supply and in connected motor loads. In severe cases the distortion caused to the supply can cause over heating of switchgear, transformers and motors, malfunction of voltage regulators ...
	12.50. Particular care needs to be taken when bulk power factor correction equipment is connected to the same low voltage power supply as the UPS. The capacitors can suffer from overheating due to the passage of harmonic current through them, or can s...
	12.51. The best way to handle harmonic distortion is to treat it at the source of the harmonics and reduce the magnitude.
	12.52. For static UPS systems, consideration should be given to using DC bus based UPS units, or if not available 12 pulse rectifiers when necessary to limit the amount of harmonic distortion to the mains supply. An alternative or supplementary measur...
	12.53. The design and rating of harmonic filters needs to take into account other background harmonics caused by other loads on the same supply. This may mean that a harmonic analysis of the system is required by either measurement or computer modelli...
	12.54. If the background level of harmonics is already high, then consideration may need to be given to providing harmonic filters at the main sources of the harmonic distortion to lower the background harmonic distortion sufficiently.
	12.55. It should be noted that harmonic filters may “de-tune” in the event of a supply frequency change, for example, when supplied by a local generator that is heavily (or lightly) loaded, with the subsequent issue that the filter is no longer able t...
	12.56. UPS power shall be reticulated via the building’s critical power distribution system. The critical distribution system shall consist of suitable area or room critical distribution boards to supply the critical load. Redundancy is not normally a...
	12.57. Critical distribution boards are the preferred method for connecting large or unspecified equipment and for equipment rooms. These distribution switchboards are to be provided in the equipment room for connection of the equipment.
	12.58. The critical distribution system is not normally load shed; however, where the load is significant and would prevent the LEG or CEPS generators from coming online they shall be suitably load shed controlled. This shall also include the contribu...
	12.59. Separate static transfer switches can be used where dual supplies are adopted in the distribution system. These static transfer switches allow synchronous transfer between supplies and where used shall be appropriately supervised to prevent any...
	12.60. Defence UPSs shall be provided with a maintenance bypass that allows the UPS unit to be taken offline or removed. A maintenance bypass facility for UPS unit is useful for maintenance and testing purposes. A maintenance bypass switch consists of...
	12.61. The maintenance bypass switch may need to be open transition and switch the supply neutrals if the maintenance bypass supply is a separate supply to the synchronous bypass supply of the UPS unit. This is not a preferred arrangement due to the c...
	12.62. Dummy loads are useful for commissioning and maintenance purposes, however, providing a permanent dummy load just for the UPS would not normally be justified. Where a UPS is incorporated with a LEG the designer shall specify, where appropriate,...
	12.63.  The input supply rating of the UPS will exceed the output supply rating due to:
	a) AC to AC losses (typically up to 5%)
	b) Charging losses (10-20%)
	12.64. The amount of charging current will depend on the specified battery support time and the specified time to recharge. Boost charging for battery equalisation will further increase the load.
	12.65. The load can be reduced for the benefit of limited standby generator capacity by setting a rectifier current limit to a lower level while on generator supply.
	12.66. Depending on the level of harmonic distortion and switchgear design, the switchgear may suffer a derating.
	12.67. Calculations will need to be made for a specific UPS system design but a typical system will require an input rating of 1.1 to 1.3 times the output rating of the UPS.
	12.68. The bypass supply rating will not be subject to the above effects and can thus be rated to match the output rating of the UPS if desired.
	12.69. The number of phases in the supply to the UPS shall be specified to suit the rating of the UPS. Small rating UPS systems may not be available with three phase inputs or outputs as a standard product.
	12.70. Submains from UPS shall generally consist of radial feeders unless dual supply is specified in the FDB. Dual supply requirements are provided below.
	12.71. Submain cables may need to be separated to the extent necessary to minimise the potential for a single event to disrupt the ability to supply UPS power to equipment, or portions of a facility.
	12.72. Due consideration shall be given to the system fault level, in particular the peak contribution limit available from the UPS. The UPS must withstand system fault levels and must achieve suitable required discrimination.
	12.73. In addition to the requirements for hazardous areas the wiring systems shall provide resistance to damage from mechanical and fire consistent with the environment and the purpose of the installation.
	12.74. Separate isolation transformers are sometimes placed in the path between the UPS output supply and some of the critical load. These could be there as part of the tempest protection system. Consideration needs to be taken of the transformer magn...
	12.75. Transient and surge protection shall be provided for UPS supply systems to prevent damage and disruption caused by lightning strikes or by switching induced surges and spikes. The location and arrangement will depend on the UPS; however, all by...
	12.76. Consideration shall be given to the use of undervoltage releases on the critical load distribution boards. This is important in the case of the UPS being on bypass supply and being transferred to generator load or the mains supply restoring.
	12.77. Equipment that cannot tolerate being powered up immediately after a supply interruption shall be disconnected on power failure or protected by other suitable means such as under voltage releases. The critical load should be reconnected in a con...
	12.78. Critical load may be connected to the UPS via suitably rated radio frequency filters. Critical lighting shall not be connected via the same filtered supply as critical equipment loads. During power up, the lighting can generate voltage transien...
	12.79. As already discussed, it is important to consider the origin of supply to the UPS and bypass facilities. Having these supplies as independent as possible will improve availability of supply. The disadvantage is the higher cost. In most cases th...

	13. Existing UPS Installations
	13.1. When considering augmentation to existing systems or additional critical loads, evaluate existing UPS configuration and capacity to determine if it meets the need of the proposed works. In making this evaluation consider:
	a) Additional load contribution;
	b) Existing load and capacity of critical infrastructure;
	c) Capacity of energy storage to support the additional load of the prescribed time;
	d) Quality of supply;
	e) Any particular operating requirements or constraints;
	f) Compliance with this policy;
	g) Planned loads and natural load growth;
	h) Outdated/unserviceable equipment effected by the works requiring replacement.
	13.2. Should portions of the distribution system have insufficient capacity to meet the required loads investigate the options to establish sufficient capacity including augmentation or reconfiguration of the system.

	14. Accommodation
	14.1. The UPS accommodation shall be suitable for the operation and maintenance of the UPS. Particular care shall be taken to ensure that the UPS heat rejection and airflow requirements are met and that the design of the ventilation system does not co...
	a) Where the building air-conditioning system is used to service the UPS room, consideration and allowance shall be made where and when this system may shut down.  Either a stand-alone system should be utilised or suitable measures be in place to cate...
	14.2. Generally, UPS shall be provided in separate UPS plant rooms clear of all other services. The batteries must be installed in a manner that prevents any subsequent damage to other equipment or systems in the event of catastrophic battery failure,...
	14.3. The UPS plant room must have suitable access to the Main Switchboard (MSB) and therefore should normally be provided adjacent to the MSB room. Consideration can be given to installing the UPS within the MSB room (with the batteries in a separate...
	14.4. Generally, the arrangement of the UPS within the room shall provide suitable access to all sides of the equipment allowing maintenance to easily be performed. Care must be taken to ensure any access doors/panels may be opened and not restrict fr...
	14.5. The equipment layout shall provide adequate access for operation with all controls placed for ready access and with all indicators and instrumentation in easy to read locations.
	14.6. In the design of the equipment layout, adequate access for the installation, erection and maintenance of the equipment shall be provided. Major equipment items shall not be located in such a manner that would prevent the safe removal and replace...
	14.7. The UPS must be located in an area that is generally clear of other services, except those directly related to the UPS or MSB. The selected site shall be clear of any obstruction that could interfere with the operation, maintenance and removal o...
	14.8. Ensure that fire protection and detection systems are installed within the plant space housing the UPS, in compliance with the NCC and relevant Australian Standards
	14.9. Some locations and sites may be subject to water ingress or tracking along cables or through penetrations. To minimise the risk of any potential water ingress;
	a) The UPS should be installed raised of the floor and
	b) Cable entries that do not come in from the bottom shall be suitably installed to prevent any water tracking into the unit.  This may include the use of suitable cable glands and or having an adequate s bend in the cable below the cable’s entry poin...
	14.10. The NCC/BCA Part C2.12, Australian Standards AS 2676 and AS 3011, NFPA 855 and NFPA 69 provide detailed information on requirements and recommendations related to battery accommodation. Issues covered include:
	a) Layout and location
	b) Ventilation
	c) Access
	d) Floor loadings
	e) Lighting and power
	f) Safety signs
	g) Arrangement and support of batteries. Separate battery room shall be considered for vented cell batteries, and is required for batteries over a certain capacity.
	h) Protection and alarms

	15. Environmental Conditions
	15.1. Due consideration shall be given to the impact of radiated heat on the internal operating temperatures of the UPS.
	15.2. Provide additional thermal treatment where UPS are located where the internal temperature rise is expected to exceed that which is acceptable or will have a detrimental effect to equipment life. This may include:
	a) Increased ventilation and/or air conditioning; and/or
	b) Additional insulation.
	15.3. The conversion of mains frequency to DC and from DC to AC again by static UPS systems involves loss of energy and therefore heat rejection from the UPS. Similarly, rotary UPS systems will generate heat because of the losses in the MG set winding...
	15.4. There are two methods commonly used to extract the heat produced by the UPS; these are discussed under the section Guidance on UPS Ventilation and HVAC System Arrangements in this guideline.
	15.5. The conditions under which a battery operates affects the performance and life of a battery. Low temperatures reduce the capacity of a battery below its rated capacity (which is usually for 25ºC). Higher temperatures shorten the battery life. Di...
	15.6. The designer must make all suitable provisions to ensure battery life is not unduly shortened. The designer must consider a separate battery room or enclosure to facilitate suitable temperature control.

	16. UPS Requirements
	16.1. Input isolation is not a standard arrangement but may be provided by the use of an input transformer as part of a static UPS system. Input isolation provides the following:
	a) Isolates the battery from earth.
	b)  Delta primary connection cancels the effect of any triplen harmonic current generated on the output of the transformer.
	c) Guarantees that no DC component can be drawn from or injected into the mains supply.
	d) Can be used to allow 12 pulse rectification by use of auxiliary phase shifted windings.
	e) Can assist in decoupling and attenuating noise and transients to and from the mains supply.
	16.2. Disadvantages include the additional space requirements, power losses, cost and an added component count. It is usually necessary to provide a method of limiting magnetising inrush currents when the transformer is energised so that overload and ...
	16.3. The distribution voltages and voltage limits shall suit the critical equipment load requirements. Where the installation requires conformance to specific standards these are to be identified in the FDB.
	16.4. Provide protection or otherwise ensure correct operation of the installation and equipment where voltage excursions are anticipated outside the permissible range are possible.
	16.5. Where equipment is susceptible to voltage transients provide suitable protection.

	17. Rotary UPS
	17.1. The inertia-driven ride-through configuration should be considered at sites where the power distribution system has a high reliability and long duration interruptions are not frequently experienced. The battery supported inertia configuration sh...
	17.2. The required ride-through time depends largely on the nature of the power supply source. It should be longer than the longest momentary interruption experienced or expected at the particular installation. The longest momentary interruption time ...
	17.3. Rotary UPS bearings must be replaced, periodically and the impact of this activity must be addressed and catered for by the designer.
	17.4. Rotary UPS shall be selected on a through life basis, however, Defence preference is for arrangements which allow removal of the prime mover with minimal impact on the UPS functionality (i.e. the ability to remove the generator and still provide...
	17.5. Motor and generator ratings and performance characteristics are standardised by the National Electrical Manufacturers Association (NEMA) in ANSI/NEMA Publication MG-1, 2016. Motors and generator rating shall be continuous duty in accordance with...
	17.6. The flywheel inertia is selected such that the stored energy is sufficient to supply the electric generator while operating at rated power for a sufficient duration while keeping the speed from falling to maintain the frequency drop to a maximum...

	18. Control and Monitoring
	18.1. The UPS shall have appropriate control and monitoring interfaces to enable semi-skilled operators to operate the UPS and reset minor UPS faults.
	18.2. All of the controls, instrumentation, alarms and indicators for operation of the UPS module shall be accessible without opening doors or panels.
	18.3. The UPS must be supplied with a control system monitor. The panel should be on the front surface of the cubicle and shall not be obscured by doors or secondary viewing windows.
	18.4. Consideration needs to be given as to where the local UPS system alarms need to be repeated for alarms generated during normal and after hour’s operation. The type of alarms relayed need also to be considered.
	18.5. The following functions (as a minimum requirement) shall be metered and logged:
	a. Input voltage and current, frequency, power factor, kW & kVA.
	b. Battery voltage and charge/discharge current, where appropriate.
	c. Output voltage and current, power factor, kW, kVA and frequency for each of the three phases.
	18.6. All meters should be accurate to within ± 1.5%.
	18.7. The system should include the following controls:
	a) Lamp test/reset pushbutton
	b) Battery circuit breaker trip, where appropriate
	c) Automatic start/stop
	d) Individual rectifier start/stop
	e) Online/offline and/or transfer controls
	f) Extended synchronisation controls as applicable
	g) Battery boost start/stop (if applicable)
	h) Emergency shutdown with protective cover
	18.8. The UPS should have a mimic panel in the form of a single line diagram with status indicators or other suitable arrangement.
	18.9. The system shall include indicators to clearly indicate the current operating mode and whether there is any outstanding alarm condition.
	18.10. The following conditions should be monitored and alarmed and indicated on the local display panel. Any alarm condition when activated should be recorded with date and time of occurrence and should have a mnemonic and code associated for efficie...
	18.11. The system should include monitoring and alarms for most of the following conditions:
	a) Input supply abnormalities
	b) Input/output overloads
	c) Emergency off
	d) Internal diagnostic messages
	e) Bypass supply abnormalities
	f) Incorrect equipment operating conditions
	g) DC overvoltage, discharging, low warning, discharged conditions
	h) Ambient over temperature
	i) Equipment over temperature
	j) Frequency and synchronising conditions
	k) Battery circuit breaker open
	l) Battery discharging
	m) Battery residual time
	n) Input power failures/restorations
	o) Fan failure (per module)
	p) All circuit breaker status indications
	q) Static switch unable
	r) Load on bypass
	s) AC overvoltage/undervoltage
	t) All generator functions as detailed in the IM LEG Requirements, where appropriate
	u) Any manual or automatiuc switching and or control operations
	v) Diagnostic messages relating to any abnormal or unsuccessful control operations
	w) Summary alarm

	19. Defence Engineering Service Network (DESN) and Building Management Systems (BMS)
	19.1. High Level Interface (HLI) shall be provided to interface with DESN and BMS. Monitoring requirements are provided in the Defence Engineering Service Network (DESN) requirements which have been repeated here for convenience.
	a) UPS online
	b) UPS in bypass
	c) Mains Supply Failure
	d) UPS Fail
	e) UPS Warning
	f) Battery Low Warning
	g) Summary Alarm
	19.2. Other monitoring options include:
	a) Batteries Discharging
	b) Battery Residual time
	c) Load on Bypass
	d) Overload Warning
	e) Over temperature
	f) New Alarm
	19.3. UPS shall also have the capability to provide a Simple Network Management Protocol (SNMP) remote monitoring interface for use by end users to allow for both remote monitoring of the status of the UPS, as well as the capability (should it be requ...
	19.4. In providing reporting functions to BMS/DESN, consideration should be given to the potential of introducing vulnerability to external threats. Measures to prevent intentional, remote operated, mal-operation of the systems shall be provided.

	20. UPS Testing and Maintenance
	Commissioning
	20.1. Commissioning shall be completed in accordance with OEM recommendations. Additionally, functional performance tests shall be undertaken to verify the proper operation of the UPS under all conditions.
	20.2. Handover documentation shall include copies of original commissioning test records and commissioning check lists as well as legible typed copy.
	Routine Testing
	20.3. Routine testing of UPS is critical to its proper operation. The agency responsible for the maintenance of the UPS shall ensure that all required testing and maintenance is undertaken and that the performance of the UPS is proven. The testing sha...
	Performance Testing and Start-up
	20.4. Routine performance testing and start-up procedures shall be included in the Operating and Maintenance Manuals. They shall be in a format suitable for semi-skilled operators. The start-up procedures shall include suitable checks of the component...
	20.5. All test results including the acceptance testing shall be suitably recorded for comparison. The possible failures of the equipment drawn out from the test results should be identified and discussed in the test report with any necessary correcti...
	Maintenance
	20.6. Maintenance of the UPS consists of preventive and corrective maintenance. Preventive maintenance consists of a scheduled list of activities included in the Operations and Maintenance Manuals. Performing these activities keeps the UPS in good wor...
	20.7. Battery monitoring and maintenance is extremely important and becomes more critical as a battery moves towards its end of life. Measures may need to be taken to ensure that a disastrous “thermal runaway” condition is preventable or very unlikely...
	20.8. It is not good practice to regularly discharge the UPS batteries as this will significantly shorten the operating life of the batteries.
	20.9. System and battery maintenance logs should be kept and completed with every inspection. A record of battery cell voltages and float currents gives a good picture of battery condition by looking at the changes over time.

	21. Guidance On UPS Ventilation And HVAC System Arrangements
	21.1. The design and installation of these ventilation and HVAC systems shall be undertaken by the appropriately qualified, competent and experienced persons.
	a) The systems designed and installed shall take into consideration the sources and impact of any make up air may have and the impact the exhaust air may have on any adjoining buildings.
	21.2. The other environment that requires consideration is the battery room or enclosure. Australian Standards AS 2676 and AS 3011 provide detailed information on requirements and recommendations related to battery accommodation.
	21.3. This method is only suitable in regions where the ambient outside air temperature seldom rises above 34ºC.
	21.4. The exhaust fans should be sized to limit any temperature rise to less than 6ºC. The inlet air should be introduced at low level and preferably from within the building to avoid introducing hot air into the UPS room. The fans should discharge at...
	21.5. It is recommended each fan be switched by a thermostat. The duty fan should operate at a lower set temperature (say 25 ºC) and be fitted with an air flow switch so an alarm can be activated if it fails. The standby fan should operate at a higher...
	21.6. This option allows for 2 fan coil units each capable of cooling the UPS and maintaining the room at 25ºC. It is recommended that the fan coil units be floor mounted on a stand with a down discharge to direct cooling air at low level – computer r...
	21.7. The fan coil units can be normally connected to the building chilled water system but on power failure a secondary pump should pull the chilled water from a storage tank sized to allow for operation during the support time. The fan coil units, s...
	21.8. The designer shall assess the operating options for the units and identify the best fit for purpose and cost-effective option for the application in question.  For example, if both units should run or run the units in a duty / standby mode.


